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April is Parkinson's Awareness Month

This month we want to highlight the strength and resilience of the Parkinson's community across Canada, share stories and successes, and show that living well with Parkinson's is still possible.


Find out what is happening this month
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Symptoms
Learn about common and lesser-known symptoms of Parkinson's, its progression, and how to manage them.
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Research
Your support of the Parkinson Canada Research Program funds research to find better treatments, develop new specialists, and find a cure.
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Living with Parkinson's
Learn about common and lesser-known symptoms of Parkinson’s, its progression, and how to manage them.
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Supporting People Living with Parkinson's




For newly diagnosed


For young onset Parkinson's


For care partners


Living well with Parkinson's
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Funding research innovation to find a cure




Our research program


Canadian Open Parkinson Network


Apply for funding
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Raising the voice of Canadians with Parkinson's




Meet the Parkinson Advisory Council


Fundraising events


Advocacy priorities








Your voice matters
Become an active part in making Parkinson's a priority. Shape future programs and services for people living with Parkinson's.







Meet our Parkinson Advisory Council




Get involved and take action




Become a volunteer








Help Canadians living with Parkinson's live well
At times, you may need help. But you can also give help. Your gift will help someone find the strength they need to face Parkinson's. And they will be facing it with you. There is strength in numbers, there is hope in research, and there is support all around you.



Donate now

More ways to give 





How your gift helps
News, events, and updates



Your support funds research, provides care, and creates resources, news, and events that transform the lives of people touched by Parkinson's.



News
Living well with Parkinson’s is possible – Parkinson Canada marks Parkinson’s Awareness Month in April



Apr. 02, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Living well with Parkinson’s is possible – Parkinson Canada marks Parkinson’s Awareness Month in April”]


Latest updates



News
VYALEV (foslevodopa/foscarbidopa solution) is now available in Canada



Mar. 04, 2024
[image: Featured image for “VYALEV (foslevodopa/foscarbidopa solution) is now available in Canada”]




Blog
Stand up to Parkinson’s this World Parkinson Day



Apr. 05, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Stand up to Parkinson’s this World Parkinson Day”]Blog
Today, we celebrate you



Apr. 03, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Today, we celebrate you”]Blog
Women’s History Month – Celebrating women’s contributions to Parkinson’s



Mar. 08, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Women’s History Month – Celebrating women’s contributions to Parkinson’s”]Blog
Unlocking early Parkinson’s detection: the power of blood-based biomarkers



Mar. 05, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Unlocking early Parkinson’s detection: the power of blood-based biomarkers”]Blog
Sons of Fire: Spicing things up for Parkinson Canada



Feb. 27, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Sons of Fire: Spicing things up for Parkinson Canada”]Blog
Celebrating Connections: Navigating Parkinson’s as a Family



Feb. 16, 2024
[image: Featured image for “Celebrating Connections: Navigating Parkinson’s as a Family”]

More news

More blog posts







  




      

    
  




  

        
        
          
            
              
                
		  			
					  Stay current on Parkinson’s news in Canada
			Subscribe to get news and important updates about how, together, we're improving the lives of people living with Parkinson's. Stay up to date through email or social media.
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						With your support, you inspire the kind of action that will make a profound difference in the well-being of Canadians living with Parkinson’s. Together, we will continue the global quest for a cure and create a world without Parkinson’s.
Donate now
Charitable Registration Number: 10809 1786 RR0001

Do you have questions about Parkinson's?
1-888-664-1974 | information.referral@parkinson.ca

Are you looking for help with your donation or tax receipt?
1-888-664-1973 | donate@parkinson.ca

Want to get in touch with us about something else?
1-800-565-3000 | info@parkinson.ca
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						  			Parkinson Canada is accredited by Imagine Canada’s Standards program, recognizing a quality of excellence in five fundamental areas: board governance, financial accountability and transparency, fundraising, staff management, and volunteer involvement.

		
			Parkinson Canada a obtenu l’agrément du Programme de normes d’Imagine Canada, témoignant de l’excellence dans cinq domaines fondamentaux : gouvernance du conseil d’administration, responsabilité financière et transparence, collecte de fonds, gestion du personnel et participation des bénévoles.

		
					  

				  

            

          

		  
                			From coast to coast to coast, we acknowledge the ancestral and unceded territories of Inuit, Métis, and First Nations Peoples.

	Privacy Policy
	Terms and Conditions
	Complaints Policy and Procedure
	Donor Rights
	© Parkinson Canada




		
			D’un océan à l’autre, nous reconnaissons les terres ancestrales et non-cédées des peuples Inuits, Métis et des Première Nations.

	Politique de confidentialité
	Conditions d’utilisation
	Politique et procédure relatives aux plaintes
	Droits du donateur
	© Parkinson Canada
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